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have reloads I think we do because you. that's what I'm supposed to be fighting. many years ago
now was but it was a lot. suppose water looks ok i think this is. got things like desert desert OE
that's. come on I think we're too close I don't. a British Royal Navy jack on the back. this convoy
which is the whole thing. 

completely missed that was good do we. whatever reason I never actually got it. doing I'm supposed
to spot these. so ago I found that I didn't really like. it it's one of those weird games with I. suppose
but yeah this sequence goes on. difficulty getting this running dx10 and. just runs off into the water
oh and now. 

just gonna jump forward to the next. to try and aim. all these spelling mistakes on this. the Navy you
get pushed to use them aye. look what's that I think they're sailing. any others oh there's look okay
yeah I. reloading and you're going to learn how. to use a torpedo now you got to do. not destroy this
desert oi have you got. 

we go that was not good at all what was. wait note there's a bit of quiver there. you man geez stop
looking at me oh. all that is allowed and a bit of lag so. dx10 weirdo dx9 I believe because I had. a
drift so it handles most like you know. yeah as that says I'm supposed to follow. get on atmosphere
how are you from two. like okay I suppose and the boat is I. 

know I can't turn around that far to see. into a view I can't remember three there. save for some
reason you've got. actually get going Oh get off that oh. look at us ah why do we hire these.
indication is to where the shots are. for a really long period of time so i'm. b84ad54a27 
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